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Motivation

• Word-based: 
– Use techniques such as smoothing, caching, higher-order n-grams, 

skipping models, sentence-mixture models to improve the 
performance.

• Class-based: 
– Induce classes based on linguistic knowledge (e.g., POS).

– Induce classes based on statistical distributional similarity (e.g., the 
Brown algorithm for automatic induction of classes).

• Exploring linguistic structures based on underlying 
grammars:
– Context-free Grammar

– Link Grammar

– Dependency Grammar
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Context-free Grammar Based LM

• Loosely coupling:  lexicalized PCFG  [Collins,1999; 
Roark,2001; Charniak,2001]
– Extract headwords of constituents.

– Add headwords (and their POS tags) into the conditional probability 
estimations for PCFG rules.

• Tight coupling: probabilistic feature grammar 
[Goodman, 1997]
– Use limited lexical features (e.g., number).

– Augment PCFG rules with headwords and lexical features.
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Lexicalized Link Grammar and 
Dependency-grammar-like Models

• Link Grammar was originally introduced in [Lafferty, 1992].

• A probabilistic link grammar was attempted but not evaluated 
[Lafferty, 1996].

• An maximum-entropy model based on a modified link grammar 
was developed and it produced some improvement over a word 
bigram [Chelba, 1996].

• A supertag based LM [Srinivas, 1994] was built within the 
Lexicalized Tree-adjoining Grammar framework and it provided 
some improvement over a POS class LM.

• A left-to-right incremental structured LM [Chelba,2000] obtained 
significant improvement on perplexity and WER on the WSJ, 
Broadcast News, and Switchboard CSR tasks.

6

Improve Current Structured LMs

• By integrating multiple linguistic knowledge with word identity and 
syntactic constraints, such as lexical features that have synergy 
with syntax (e.g., enforcing number agreement, modeling wh-
movement), we should be able to improve the effectiveness of a 
structured language model. Past effort suggests that CFGs may 
not be the most appropriate framework for this integration 
[Goodman, 1997]. We choose Constraint Dependency Grammar 
as the underlying grammar formalism.

• To achieve robustness and efficiency, we aim at building a 
language model that employs structured descriptions but does not
require to generate a complete parse (the idea was originally used 
in [Srinivas, 1994]).
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Constraint Dependency Grammars 
(CDG): A framework to integrate 

multiple knowledge sources

Constraint Dependency Grammar (CDG) :

• Lexical categories (ΣΣΣΣ): noun, verb, determiner, etc.
• Roles (R): governor, need1, need2, etc.

• Labels (L): np, vp, pp, etc.

• Constraints (C)

• A table (T) defines:

– set of roles supported by each lexical category

– set of labels supported by each role and lexical category

– set of valid feature values for each category and feature type 
combination

8

Constraint Dependency Grammar (CDG): A Parse Example

Parse for “What did you learn”
1
what

pronoun
case=common
behavior=nominal
type=interrogative
semtype=inanimate
agr=3s

G=np-4

2
did

verb
subcat=base
vtype=past
voice=active
inverted=yes
type=none
gapp=yes
mood=whquestion
semtype=auxiliary
agr=all
G=vp-1
Need1=S-3
Need2=S-4
Need3=S-2

3
you

pronoun
case=common
behavior=nominal
type=personal
semtype=human
agr=2s

G=subj-2

4
learn

verb
subcat=obj
vtype=infinitive
voice=active
inverted=no
gapp=yes
mood=whquestion
sentype=behavior
agr=none

G=vp-2
Need1=S-4
Need2=S-1
Need3=S-4
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PAC-learnable Representation of 
Constraints

• The CDG constraints in our system are composed of unary 
constraints (involving a single role value) and binary constraints 
(involving a pair of role values).

• In fact, constraints only need to test the relative positions 
between role values and their modifiees:

– Abstract Role Values (ARVs): an abstraction of constraints on role 
values using relative positional constraints.

– Abstract Role Value Pairs (ARVPs): an abstraction of constraints on 
role vlaue pairs using relative positional constraints.

• ARVs and ARVPs represent unary and binary constraints, 
respectively.

• ARVs and ARVPs are PAC (Probably Approximately Correct)-
learnable: both spaces of ARVs and ARVPs are limited and they 
can be learned from CDG annotations directly, enabling 
construction of a statistical corpus-based CDG model.
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Parse for “What did you learn”
1
what

pronoun
case=common
behavior=nominal
type=interrogative
semtype=inanimate
agr=3s

G=np-4

2
did

verb
subcat=base
vtype=past
voice=active
inverted=yes
type=none
gapp=yes
mood=whquestion
semtype=auxiliary
agr=all
G=vp-1
Need1=S-3
Need2=S-4
Need3=S-2

3
you

pronoun
case=common
behavior=nominal
type=personal
semtype=human
agr=2s

G=subj-2

4
learn

verb
subcat=obj
vtype=infinitive
voice=active
inverted=no
gapp=yes
mood=whquestion
sentype=behavior
agr=none

G=vp-2
Need1=S-4
Need2=S-1
Need3=S-4

ARV (unary constraint) for vp-1 assigned to G for did:

subcat=base,vtype=past,voice=active,inverted=yes,type=none,g
app=yes,mood=whquestion,semtype=auxiliary,agr=all

rid1=G, label1=vp,  (> (pos x)(mod x)), (mod_cat = pronoun)

cat=verb,
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Facts About CDG

• CDG has a higher representation capability than CFG (e.g.,
anbncn, where a, b, c are terminals), especially for free-order 
languages. The work presented here can be extended to other 
languages.

• CDG represents knowledge as a joint set of constraints, thus 
provides a flexible framework for knowledge integration. It also
provides a mechanism for fine-grained control of a knowledge 
source since constraints encoding that knowledge can be either 
enforced strictly or relaxed.

• CDG is highly lexicalized since grammar rules are factored on the 
word level, so it uses more word identity information compared to 
lexicalized PCFG models that employ only constituent headwords.

12

A Probabilistic CDG-based LM: SuperARV LM

• The model is a probabilistic representation of CDG.

• Fundamentally the model is a class-based LM so that it can 
achieve low computational complexity compared to full parser-
based LMs:

– The model uses SuperARVs as classes of words similar to the 
use of POS, supertags, semantically enriched POS.

• The model is an almost-parsing LM to guarantee robustness:

– The model utilizes syntactic constraints but does not require to
generate a complete parse according to the underlying 
grammar.

– After applying the LM, only limited work is required to 
complete a parse, thus, it is called almost-parsing.
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A SuperARV

Dependent Positional Constraints:

mod[G] < pos(x) = mod[Need3]  

< mod[Need1] < mod[Need2]

Lexical Category: Verb

Features: {VerbType = past, Voice = active, Inverted = yes,

Gapp = none, Mood = whquestion, Agr = all}

Role=G,  Label = VP, pos(x) >  mod(x)

Role=Need 1, Label = S, pos(x) < mod(x)

Role=Need 2, Label = S, pos(x) < mod(x)

Role=Need 3, Label = S, pos(x) = mod(x)

(MC=pronoun)

(MC=pronoun)

(MC=verb)

(MC=verb)

C

F

DC MC

G+N N
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Concept of a SuperARV
Formal Definition: 

A SuperARV is a four-tuple for a word, 

<C, F, (R, L, UC, MC)+, DC>

• C: lexical category;

• F: a vector of feature types and values;

• (R, L, UC, MC)+: one or more entries of role value assignment 
constraints;

• DC: positional relations among the word and all its modifiees.

A SuperARV can be viewed as a join operation of all ARVs related to one 
word in a CDG parse (thus Super) with additional binary constraints.

Merits of SuperARVs:

• A SuperARV provides admissibility constraints on syntactic and lexical 
environments in which a word may be used.

• SuperARV provides a mechanism for integrating multiple knowledge 
sources in a uniform structure without creating a combinatorial explosion.

• SuperARVs can be directly extracted from a CDG parse and stored with 
words in a lexicon.
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Deciding Information to Be Encoded 
in SuperARVs

• Subtask 1: Derive lexical categories from POS.

• Subtask 2: Add need roles to represent subcategorization
constraints and make the complement/adjunct discrimination: we 
used a hybrid method of constructing a knowledge base and using 
data-driven statistics.

– Constructing a knowledge base: merge three components: the 
COMLEX syntactic dictionary, the Unified Medical Language System
(UMLS) knowledge source, and the dictionary we semi-automaticall y 

defined for the DARPA Naval Resource Management corpus.

– Using data-driven statistics: develop a subcategorization
extractor, count frequency of possible subcategorization frames for 
words, and add those frequently occurred candidates missed from 
the knowledge base to extend the knowledge base.

16

Deciding Information to Be Encoded (Cont.)

• Subtask 3: Lexical feature selection:

– Morphological features, namely, agr (e.g.,3s), verbtype (e.g., 
progressive), voice (e.g., passive), behavior (e.g., mass, count), are 
included.

– Syntactic related features, namely, case (e.g., subjective, objective), 
mood (e.g., wh-question, relative-clause), gap, inverted, type (e.g., 
relative, interrogative), are included.

– Features that are highly correlated with characteristics of
subcategorization frames of words are excluded since they are 
already represented by the governor and need role tuples.

– Empirical investigation indicates the knowledge represented by 
semantics (e.g., word sense) and the rest (lexical features and 
syntactic constraints) seems to be orthographic, and the addition of 
this feature to the SuperARV structure dramatically increases the 
number of SuperARVs, so features corresponding to semantics are 
excluded.
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Number of Distinct SuperARVs across Tasks

Note that it is very important for a class language model using 
SuperARVs as classes that the number of SuperARVs grows 
moderately as the corpus size increases.

1,612

300Million

Hub4

Broadcast

791538328
# of 
unique
SuperARVs

37Million1Million25,168# of words

WSJ CSRWSJ PTBRM
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An Almost-Parsing LM

• A class language model using SuperARVs as classes: assign joint 
probability to a sequence of words and their SuperARVs:

• To calculate word sequence probabilities:

• After applying this LM on a word sequence, we obtain an almost-
parse since it only needs limited succeeding work, i.e., specifying 
modifiees for each word, to obtain a full CDG parse.
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Parameter Estimation
Using smoothing (interpolation/backoff smoothing) to handle sparse data problem:

1. Decide which lower-order n-grams to use in interpolation/backoff and 
in which order:

• N-grams with more fine-grained history information should be ranked 
higher in the interpolation/backoff list since that information should be 
more helpful for discerning word and SuperARVs. Words are best predictors 
of other words, and SuperARV tags are more important for predicting 
SuperARVs.

2. Decide which smoothing algorithm to be applied:

• Compared a variety of smoothing algorithms on the induced 
interpolation/backoff ordering.

• Compared interpolated and backoff Witten-Bell smoothing, Good-Turing 
discounting with Katz backoff, interpolated modified Kneser-Ney smoothing 
with formula-based discounts calculation and heldout-optimized discounts, 
and a modified Jelinek-Mercer smoothing algorithm.

• Interpolated modified Kneser-Ney smoothing using a heldout set to 
optimize discount parameters provides the best perplexity on a heldout set.
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Example: The Enumeration and Ordering of N-grams 

for Smoothing a trigram SuperARV LM Estimations
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SuperARV LM Training on the Hub4 
and CTS tasks

• Requirement: The SuperARV LM needs to be trained on corpora 
labeled with CDG relations.

• Problem: There is no syntactic analysis for the LM training data of 
these tasks.

• Solution:

– Step 1: Select two parsers [Charniak, 2000] and [Collins, 1999] based 
on their accuracy, robustness, and mutual consistency.

– Step 2: Use the two parsers to independently generate parse trees 
for the LM training data.

– Step 3: Combine the parses with the more accurate parser assigned a 
higher priority.

– Step 4: Apply a deterministic CFG->CDG transformer to produce CDG 
annotations.
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Evaluation on the Hub4 Broadcast 

News CSR Task

• System Description: eval2003-spring system

• Training and test:
– LM Training:  LM training material was partitioned into 
separate data sources based on type (acoustic training 
transcripts, broadcast news transcripts and newswire text), 
recency (pre and post 1997), source (hub4 lm text, TDT, and 
NABN), and  quality.  SuperARV LMs were trained on these 
data sources separately and interpolated with weights 
optimized by minimizing perplexity on the TDT4 devtest.

– Test: eval2003 spring evaluation test set
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Hub4 Broadcast News Results

• Experiment:
– Rescore two sets of N-best lists (MFC and PLP system) using 
the log-linear combination of acoustic models, word insertion 
penalty, LM scores, and pronunciation scores.

• Baseline:
– A 5-gram word-based language model, WER=13.3%

• SuperARV interpolated with the 5-gram word-
based language model:
– WER=12.6% (5.3% relative reduction)

24

CTS Evaluation

• System description: RT03S acoustic models + 
search architecture

• Training and test:
– LM Training:  SWB1 (LDC and MSState versions), CallHome 
English, SWB2-phase 2 data from CTRAN provided by BBN, 
SWB-cellular (both from LDC and CTRAN), the 1996 Hub4 LM 
training corpus, and additional data provided by University of 
Washington that was retrieved from the Web through Google.

– Class-LM was expanded into a word N-gram LM by summing 
over possible class memberships of the words.

– Test: RT-02 evaluation test set

• Training on web data (350M words) was key 
for good performance.
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CTS Results

25.7 (-5.2%)

26.0 (-4.8%)

29.7 (-3.6%)

30.8 (-4.0%)

SuperARVBaseline

27.1N-best decoding from Mel 
lattices after hypothesis 
adaptation of PLP SAT ML 
crossword model

27.3N-best decoding from Mel 
lattices after hypothesis 
adaptation of Mel SAT ML 
crossword model 

30.8N-best decoding from Mel 
lattices after phone-loop 
adaptation of PLP within-
word triphone models

32.1First-pass N-best decoding 
after phone-loop 
adaptation of Mel within-
word triphone models

LM Used for N-best RescoringWER

Steps
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CTS Results (Cont.)

24.2 (-6.2%)

25.0 (-4.9%)

25.1 (-5.9%)

25.7 (-5.3%)

SuperARVBaseline

25.83-way System 
Combination

26.3N-best decoding from Mel 
lattices after hypothesis 
adaptation of PLP SAT 
MMIE crossword model 

26.9N-best decoding from Mel 
lattices after hypothesis 
adaptation of Mel SAT 
MMIE crossword model

27.3N-best decoding from Mel 
lattices after hypothesis 
adaptation of Mel non-SAT 
MMIE non-crossword 
model 

LM Used for N-best RescoringWER

Steps
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CTS Perplexities

• LM perplexities on 2001 CTS development data

RT-03S LM

Word 4-gram 64.3

+ interpolated w/class LM 62.8

SuperARV LM

Word 4-gram 53.7

+ interpolated w/class LM 53.7

• Class LM no longer useful (also confirmed by WER 
results)
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Summary

• Tight integration of multiple knowledge sources, 
including word identity, features that have synergy 
with syntactic analysis, and syntactic constraints, helps 
word prediction.

• Constraint Dependency Grammar and its probabilistic 
representation provide a flexible framework for this 
integration.

• Almost-parsing class-LM can be compiled into a 
standard word N-gram LM that is efficient in 
recognition.
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